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The History of Office Landscaping



1967 office landscaping introduced to US
“office planning in the round”

Realities of organizational links, as revealed 
by the management analysts, are 
strengthend by office landscaping 



Reasons for office landscaping:
New business philosophy
Application of scientific approach to business 
methods is all-american.
 Argyris
 Gellerman
 Likert “System 4 of Supportive Management”
 Mcgregor “Theory Y Concept on Management”
 McClelland
European office planners responding to new ideas, and 
attitudes toward modern business in the US.

 

They have demonstrated that the typical hierarchical 
chart is only a partial representation of the 
interrelationships within and organiztion.

Other links between staff are just as important, 
though less obvious.
Factors that motivate staff in their work:
 The need for personal fulfillment.
 Greater involvement with the objectives of the

   company.



Other Reasons for Office Landscaping
Cuts across the ideas of we and they- the 
management and the workers-as two separate 
classes.

Responds to different pressures and behavior 
patterns.



Office landscaping brings senior and management 
staff into the same open environment and thus 
extending the principles of flexibility to the total 
picture

Buisnesses growing more dependent on recruiting 
and retaining trained staff are increasingly self-
conscious about the general appearance of their 
offices



In terms of the compelling need for flexibility, the 
practice of isolating and identifying individuals and 
groups by enclosing fixed partitions was 
abandoned in favor for the technique of subjective 
layout, in which the various group functions are 
articulated by the arrangement of their furniture 
and equipment. In this system visual privacy and 
traffic control are handled through the use of the 
moveable screens and planters, while 
sophisticated under-floor electrical distribution 
systems provide for a completely uniform 
adaptability of the entire floor area to the 
constantly changing needs of organization.

Total environmental systems in which all parts are 
organically related to each other



Planning down to the level of the individual not 
aggregate planning at departmental levels



Landscape programmers want to know:
  Persons function?

  Relationship with other staff? 
  Workstation requirements?

Job title is not proper description of persons 
function

Does the person do a lot of thinking and need 
privacy to concentrate?
Is the person frequently in discussion with other 
staff, are they juniors or are on their own level?
Do they need to do any personal filing or is 
someone there to do it instead? 
Would they be better off with a table and credenza 
rather than a desk?

Space oriented to function and not to status



Barriers between senior and junior staff become less 
rigid and require more leadership by example rather 
than by decree.

Junior staff must grow accustomed to a full day’s 
work rather than following work patterns oriented to 
their supervisor’s presence



Socio-physical design – coined by Andrew Euston of 
the Department of Housing and Urban Development

Goal-directed individuals and groups depend more 
on inter-personal and automated communication 
than on the of publications (written communication)



The activity of design has shifted now from 
merely considering the formal and aesthetic 
properties of and object-that is away from 
the Beaux Artes philosophy-to something 
astride science and art.
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